Michael Sanders of CPX (a Leading Custom Injection Molding Company) was
Inducted as a Fellow into the Indiana Society of Innovators
Mike Sanders was inducted into the Indiana Society of Innovators. His solutions to complex
problems have helped launch CPX (a leading custom injection molding company) from a very
small operation to one of the largest custom injection suppliers in the nation.
Indianapolis, IN (PRWEB) December 8, 2010 -- CPX, Inc., a leading injection molding company, is honored to
announce that its President, Michael Sanders, has been inducted as a Fellow into the Indiana Society of
Innovators. This honor is awarded to the person who meets the Society's criteria for individual and project team
innovations, which consists of an individual or team introducing new and different ideas that are implemented
and benefit the quality of life of Northwest Indiana.
Michael Sanders solves complex problems that often baffle the experts. As a young tool and die maker, he
showed GM engineers how to manufacture a part they had designed but could not figure out how to make.
Later he solved a 30% waste problem putting decoration labels on GE washers that had eluded engineers. His
solution to install brushes on robotic arms to squeeze out air under the labels became industry practice.
From a very small 20 person operation beginning back in 1984, CPX has grown into one of the country’s
foremost experts in custom injection molding. Specializing in very tight tolerance large format In-Mold
Decorating or Labeling, CPX is now the largest custom injection molding supplier to General Electric’s
Appliance Division. CPX currently employs over 300 individuals and runs operations 24 hours per day, 7 days
a week.
Sporting best in class capabilities in In-Mold Decorating and Labeling, CPX Inc. also offers expertise in insert
molding, two shot molding, metal stamping, simple to complex assembly, wiring harness design and
manufacture, and in-house tool build capability. Let CPX Inc. solve your problem. Please visit our website at
www.cpxinc.com for a more detailed description of our capabilities. For immediate assistance, please email at
bcarroll(at)cpx-ssplastics(dot)com or call at 219-474-5280 x259.
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Contact Information
Brianne Carroll
CPX Plastics
http://www.cpxinc.com
219-474-5280 ext. 259
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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